
D
ear Ministers: It has come to our attention, and disbelief,
that the Conservative government is soon to approve
Transport Canada’s new ‘Regulations for the Prevention

of Pollution from Ships (Bill C-30),’ despite the numerous
retrograde provisions and implications related to cruise ship
vessels.

With all due respect, the membership of the Gulf Islands
Alliance will not be celebrating the approval of these regulations.

It is beguiling that Transport Canada has gone soft on an
industry that in the US (and in particular in Alaska) is widely
viewed as a recidivist polluter warranting the highest agency
scrutiny and requiring strict compliance and enforcement
oversight. Ocean pollution worldwide from cruise ships has
fouled beaches and created serious human health risk,
contributed to lethal algae blooms, and the suffocation of
sensitive ecosystems from hyper-nutrification. Millions upon
millions of gallons of pulverized, sprayed-with-chlorine crap is
not what Canadians want off their shores.

The Gulf Islands Alliance is particularly concerned about
southern gulf waters, which cruise ships routinely transit, about
our treasured water quality and the beaches of the 400-plus
islands within the Islands Trust.

Our membership is well aware of the recent Celebrity Cruise
Line admission of routine dumping of untreated sewage in
southern gulf waters (Washington state imposed a $1M fine).
Our membership is also well aware of the fact that this is an
industry-wide practice that is coast-wide. In fact, one could
accurately characterize such discharges in BC’s Inside Passage,
that we have become the ‘designated toilet’ for human waste
discharges between Washington and Alaska (which have much
tougher regulation than what is currently proposed). This
situation befouls our national Canadian vision of pristine seas—
‘from sea to shining sea.’

Our membership understands the new regulation is too little,
and too timid to end the tsunami of sewage (and other effluents
and emissions) in the wake of the international cruise fleet
travelling along BC’s labyrinthine coastline. Cruise ships travel
through grey whale migratory routes, past approximately 650
salmon spawning rivers, and where over 20 threatened and
endangered marine species would be negatively impacted—some
in special marine protected areas put aside to safeguard them
from other harmful industries. 

Approving these regulations underestimates Canadians’

desire to combat the poor toilet habits of cruise ship tourists with
more serious mitigation measures for the industry.

We urge you to remove cruise ships from the current
regulations and announce a new national consultation with the
aim of enacting stand-alone cruise tourism legislation which will
include:

• zero discharge of all vessel sewage effluents and sludges
(treated or untreated), greywater contaminants, crushed
garbage, and oily bilge waters, within Canada’s twelve mile
coastal zone (it is environmentally unconscionable that these
waste streams are currently not statutorily prohibited in
Canada’s marine protected areas (e.g. National Marine
Conservation Areas);

• statutory independent compliance monitoring (like Alaska’s
Ocean Ranger program);

• installation of waste discharge transponders to monitor
type, volume, and location of discharges;

• vessel disclosure data which is publicly-accessible;
• a passenger tax to offset costly agency inspections,

transponder monitoring and other compliance and enforcement
measures.

Our membership acknowledges that both Transport Canada
and Environment Canada talk a good game when it comes to
shipping and environmental concerns—but can they provide us
with badly needed answers to the following:

1. There is no explicit regulatory exclusion for zero discharge
within or near Canada’s National Marine Conservation Areas,
marine ecological reserves, and other marine protected areas,
thus the integrity of the marine habitat and species of these areas
are placed in undue harm by these new shipping regulations. Is
this not one step forward and and numerous back?

2. Why are cruise lines not held to a ‘zero discharge’
precautionary operational principle, when no other mode of
public transportation (rail, air, bus) is permitted to discharge
human waste into its operating environment? What studies have
been done to conclude that Canada’s newly protected sensitive
marine ecosystems are not similarly vulnerable to the ‘bio-toxic
plume’ trailing the international cruise fleet as found in other
jurisdictions?

3. The industry will remain largely self-reporting in the new
regulations. Transport Canada vessel inspections are in such a
sorry state that no pollution charge, let alone felony conviction
has ever occurred in Canada despite the industry chalking up
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some of the largest pollution felony fines in US history. Why
are there no mandatory waste system transponders or waste
inspection provisions for any ‘in operation’ inspections at sea?
Are you asking Canadians to trust what vessels owners want
inspectors to see only while a vessel is moored in port?

4. Why are cruise lines not expected like other modes of
transportation to fit their vessels with holding tanks large
enough to permit their vessels to hold sewage sludge for the
duration of their trip, followed by later shore side port pump-
out? Since most of the BC portion of the Alaska bound route
is less than twelve miles, is it not safe to presume that
thousands of tons of sewage sludge will blanket ocean
ecosystems each cruise season in spite of these new
regulations? 

5. Industry claims it adequately treats sewage for release.
Can Transport Canada provide specific vessel waste stream
volume and treatment unit system data to Canadians to
substantiate these claims, and Environment Canada studies
to reassure Canadians that vessel discharges do not cause
harm to sensitive habitat and species at risk?

6. Why are there no provisions for adequate disposal of
some ship waste stream contaminants (eg. incinerator ash)
which seem to be absent from the final regulations though
vessels routinely burn medical, galley and other ship garbage,
paint can residues, and other ship waste at sea?

7. Before Canadian taxpayers bear the burden of any new
federal cruise ship terminal building grant or fleet-wide fuel
subsidy (including emission exemption from the Kyoto

Treaty), when will the Conservative government pledge to
remove cruise ships from these new regulations and enact
new comprehensive cruise ship legislation as a central piece
of their soon-to-be announced election platform?

8. Is the federal government willing to pay compensation
to other ocean stakeholders who are adversely impacted by
cruise ship industry (commercial and aboriginal shellfish
areas, wild fisheries, et cetera)?

9. The cumulative discharge of a growing cruise fleet is not
being addressed, and only minimal reduction contaminant
thresholds are being considered. Are not the new regs the
marine effluent pollution equivalents of ‘intensity targets,’ like
the Conservatives are proposing in its Green Plan for
atmospheric GHG emissions?

Until these questions are sufficiently answered, the
Conservative Party of Canada will remain offside with our
membership, and mainstream Canadians, who expect
Transport Canada cruise-shipping regulations which deliver
meaningful pollution prevention and protection through
statutory vessel disclosure, monitoring, compliance and
enforcement. 

We would appreciate a timely response, and respectfully
urge the Ministers to pledge that the ‘free pollution pass’ now
given to the cruise industry will be immediately revoked, and
pledge to announce that ‘zero discharge’ will soon become the
new operating principle in new federal 
cruise tourism legislation. 0
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